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We interrupt this point called bos to bring the rest of the story having exposed yourself to so much it comes about to occur is that god may be made into a machine to
serve you in dreams and this is one ex machina this book
993 the fifth judge was called bos this one can unbalance all that is not good enough it has this quality known in a phrase known as theory in relation to control or in
words lesser cleanliness
994 the sixth judge was called yag or lalanoe it exists as disintegration to save all in that for the purposes of good for good it has this quality known as the unnecessary
number one number unravels all deliberate mistake in a word viral
995 the seventh one is a judge known as gog or antares it exist as the certainty of awareness it has this quality of decision making
996 the eighth judge is known as rel it exists to give good rewards to who is most good and it has the quality of forcing proof it gives off this quality of integration
synthesis or leap permutation
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